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Dear Readers,
How will flexible packaging worldwide develop? Are we investing in an industry that will provide our stake-holders a fair return?
These are questions that every CEO faces, especially in times of high volatility and changes in markets such as those of today.
Well, I have a realistic view, but at the same time optimistic in our industry.
We must, however, read the trends in advance, which are based on these fundamental concepts:
• BoPP is affordable; there isn’t a plastic film alternative which guarantees the variety of applications at a competitive price as the
BoPP;
• BoPP is globalized both upstream on the raw material level and downstream in its use by the global brands. Our logistics are
organized to support our globalized efforts;
• BoPP is suitable for specialization, which increases, year after year. The possibilities for use are endless;
• BoPP replaces other substrates and shows its adaptability to the changing needs of consumers;
• BoPP is based on production methods established but still evolving with large margins of development; it is based on “capital
intensive” commitments that guarantee a minimum technological barrier of entry;
The numbers in the growing world market of BoPP confirm that we are dealing with a winning product.
Taghleef has boldly marked a way of taking important decisions in our market and in line with the concepts above.
We have globalized to better serve our customers and are now present in all continents. We have invested in technologies to produce
films used in applications that were, up to a few years ago, unthinkable. We finally integrated into our group’s highly productive
cultures of important companies like Shorko, Radici Film and AET Films. Our new members have enriched our organization with new
skills and knowledge.
I think Taghleef has been able to read global trends from “time to time” and I look with confidence to the future. We are investing in
a product and complex market, but it will continue to give our stake-holders an adequate return. For this reason I think we will still
grow, boldly but consciously, and together with our customers.
Dr Detlef Schuhmann
CEO Ti Group
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Every day, millions of labels are being manufactured and
applied to containers. Labels from different substrates
– including BoPP – with different sizes and shapes allow
endless options of dressing and embellishing containers. The
growth in global label demand, which reached 3.5% in 2012,
pushes all market players to search for new applications and
labeling technologies. In fact, numbers published in a recent
label report by AWA show that the latest label formats, such
as shrink labels, enjoy higher growth rates in comparison to
the more historically dominant label formats, such as glueapplied and self-adhesive (pressure-sensitive) labels. Globally,
IML remains a niche market, and Ti ’s growing and variable
portfolio of films is helping to increase total IML demand.
Taghleef has a foot in each of these application industries and
works to present a comprehensive product portfolio that best
serves each customer, application, and region. This product
range is constantly evolving and growing due to Taghleef’s
emphasis on innovation. Research and Development has
brought customers advances such as new Vision Shrink films,
and has helped ensure steady growth of the company’s share
in the labeling industry through emphasis on high-quality
products and a complete product range, presented in the
central page of Ti News.
Ti brings customers innovative new products, and we also
show initiative and drive by participating in various exhibitions.
In 2013, Taghleef attended Label Summit in Bali in May, and
will attend Label Expo in Europe in September.
Read on and explore our complete label films portfolio!
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ASIA PACIFIC

LABELMAKERS GROUP
CCA’s overall Supplier Of The Year, 2012
Coca-Cola Amatil’s Supplier of the Year program celebrated the outstanding
performance of 70 of CCA’s suppliers. This innovative program, which began in
2009, was established to recognise the excellent performance from the ASX-listed
beverage and food company’s large range of suppliers across all of its functions.
Taghleef Industries is pleased to congratulate our key customer Labelmakers Group
for being awarded CCA’s 2012 Supplier of the Year in the Packaging and Ingredients
Category and the Overall Supplier of the Year.
Labelmakers supplied the labels for the highly successful “Share a Coke” campaign.
In a world first, this required the printing of 150 individual names on Coca-Cola
labels and delivering printing solutions to ensure significant randomisation
so that CCA customers always had a variety of names on bottles on the shelf.
Also, Labelmakers supplied COZI by Jennifer Hawkins swimwear label designs for
CCA’s Mount Franklin Lightly Sparkling bottles – another highly successful brand
activation.

L to R: Warwick White – CCA’s Managing Director Australasia, Paul
O’Sullivan – Labelmakers Group (Overall Supplier of the Year Award
winner), Terry Davis – CCA’s Group Managing Director

Terry Davis, CCA’s Group Managing Director said “Labelmakers delivered strong innovation, reacted with speed, embraced our customers as
their customers, and worked with us on every challenge we gave them. They not only met our expectations, but exceeded them, resulting in
‘Share a Coke’ being one of the best-ever brand activation campaigns in history.”
CCA was also judged Australia’s 4th Most Innovative company in 2012 by BRW Magazine.
It is clear a strong partnership has developed between CCA and Labelmakers Group which is underpinned by a commitment to innovation to
maintain a market leadership position. We wish both organisations continued success in 2013.

Welcome to Don
Ti Australia has welcomed a new addition to their
Sales & Marketing Team. Don Sturgeon previously
Sales Director - Food with Ti USA has recently
transferred to Australia as Regional Business
Development
Manager. Don has
already begun to
support our sales
and development
activities in China
in addition to
taking on a number
of new product
projects as well as
maintaining direct
contact with key
customers in the
ANZ market.
Don Sturgeon.

ACL – our new ANZ agents
We are pleased to announce the appointment of ACL Films as our new Agents in the
New Zealand Market.
Directors Denton Brown
and Ian Gould collectively
have more than 60 years
experience in supply of
flexible substrates to the
customers in the Asia pacific
packaging market. ACL Films
are represented in NZ by
John Berry, who has 30 years
experience selling a wide
range of flexible substrates
into the NZ packaging
market.
Denton Brown and Ian Gould.
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Auspack 2013 & Ti high barrier seminar
Ti Australia exhibited at this year’s AUSPACK PLUS 2013 show, held
in Sydney on the 7-10 May. Auspack is run by the APPMA (Australian
Packaging and Processing Machinery Association) and is a four day
tradeshow that brings together buyers and sellers who provide
products and services integral to delivering complete production
line solutions for packaging and processing industries in the
Australasian region.

followed by Adam Stewart who provided a technical presentation
on high barrier technology and processes that supported Don
Sturgeon’s presentation on high barrier packaging solutions in the
market place.
Overall, the feedback from the guests was very positive, and they
greatly appreciated the support from the Group in Patrick Desies
attendance. The Ti Australia team will now be following up the
interest and requests that came out of the four day show and the
seminar.

In conjunction with the show, the Ti Australia team held an evening
seminar for their customers, presenting its high barrier films offering
– including an introduction to the EXTENDO™ range.
The seminar was introduced by key note speaker –
Patrick Desies, Chief Sales and Marketing Officer who
explained more about the Ti Group, regional growth
and trends across the packaging industry. This was then

Patrick Desies – CSMO.
Mark Grice – Sales & Marketing Manager ; Elliot Boylan – Sales & Marketing Executive.

Ti Global supply into China
In January 2013, Ti MEA’s Oman plant, with the support of the
US Technical Centre, successfully manufactured ZEB 15 for Ti
Australia’s customers in China as an alternative to supply from
Australia. This qualification program was completed within a
compressed two month schedule - clearly, an excellent example
of Taghleef’s growing global capabilities.
A cross-region team of diverse nationalities made the Oman
sourced, China delivered, Australian ZEB 15 successful. In
Australia the supply chain team of David Pizzey and Haidar Al
Dhamin approached Donald Sturgeon, Regional Development
Manager for Asia Pacific with a proposal to qualify Oman as
an alternative manufacturing site. David, Haidar, and Donald
quickly implemented an accelerated plan. Leveraging work Roger
Beardwell, Ti-Australia’s Chief Scientist, had already done in MEA
and adding Adam Stewart and Abhijit Ghosh to the team insured
L to R: Adam Stewart; Don Sturgeon; David Pizzey; Roger Beardwell.
success. The crucial final piece of the puzzle came together in
Shanghai, China when Hongguang Zhong (Jeremy) secured an agreement with the customer to allow Oman to be an alternative supply source.
Few OPP companies could qualified alternative supply lines from Oman into China as an alternative to Australia – especially within two months.
Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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EUROPE

Peelable NATIVIA™ films
now available from Rockwell Solutions

BioPeel is one of their latest developments: a clear peelable PLA lidding or
flow wrap film for biodegradable applications based on Ti’s NATIVIA™ films. The
film is suitable for use in chilled and frozen
conditions, and hence ideally suitable for fruit,
vegetables, salads and sandwich packaging applications.
BioPeel also peel seals to other substrates including
Rockwell Solutions is a privately owned family company based in

APET, PVC, and HIPS.

Dundee, Scotland.
For further information about BioPeel, please contact:
Rockwell Solutions Limited
Brunel Road
Dundee DD2 4TG
Scotland
United Kingdom
Tel +44 (0) 1382 622122
Fax +44 (0) 1382 623089
info@rockwellsolutions.com

For many years, Rockwell was involved in standard printed packaging,
a reasonably simple and generic product category. However, in the
late 90’s, the focus turned to actually making a difference to the client. This included adding functionality and creating new options and
possibilities. In other words, giving added value to their customers.
Their focus now is almost completely on specialised packaging, dedicated to many household names in the food industry.

PACK IST 2013,
23rd - 26th may 2013

Simone Baldin – Export Area Manager Ti
SpA; Neslihan Dereli – Dereli Dı Ticaret
Ltd. Agency; Osama Abdelgawaad – Sales
Manager Ti SAE.

For the very first time Ti participated at PACK IST, Turkey’s unique exhibition of flexible packaging
under the IPAF FAIR. This exhibition occurs every 2 years and captures the attention of Turkey’s
largest packaging manufacturers and exporters. PACK IST is the platform where traders meet visitors
from over 44 countries.
Turkey’s economy was the fastest growing in Europe in 2011, growing 8.5 percent (the second fastest
after China) among major emerging market economies. Turkey has developed greatly making it one
of the world’s newly industrialized countries.
The local converting industries are thus very dynamic and highly appreciate working with an
international company such as Ti that enjoys a strong reputation as a reliable and innovative BoPP
supplier in the packaging industry. In fact, Ti presented its new product developments to the visitors
and showcased the way these developments can be tailor-made according to the local market needs.
Thanks to our customers, we are building up the future!
6
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Shelf life study on processed red meat:
PLA vs PET packaging
COMPAC designs, manufactures, distributes and services heat sealing machines, trays, vessels and
film reels through a qualified and experienced network of dealers and associates both in
Italy and abroad. PLA trays and film are among the products distributed by Compac,
besides PET and PS trays and film.

PET

Compac, in cooperation with the University of Milan, has recently performed
a study comparing the performance of PLA vs PET in packaging of red
meat. The aim of the study was to evaluate how the bio-based and
compostable alternative made of PLA performs in comparison to
the indutry’s standard, namely PET, and the outcome has been
very interesting.
The test was performed according to the following
parameters:

After 6 days

Materials Used: A-PET tray + BOPET lidding film
with gas barrier PLA tray + BOPLA lidding film
with gas barrier
Meat used: Piemontese beef
Modified atmosphere composition: 66% O2,
25% CO2, 9% N2
Tests performed: Solid phase extraction and analysis of
the volatile substances in head space, sensory evaluation
Storing temperature: 4°C
Duration of the test: 8 days
The conclusions are very positive for PLA and NATIVIA™, confirming that PLA
packaging delivered a shelf life comparable to that of PET, if not better. In fact, meat
packed in PLA appears to have a more vivid and attractive red colour at the end of the
8 day shelf life.
Thanks to:
Dott.ssa Sara Panseri - sara.panseri@unimi.it
Dott. Luca Chiesa - luca.chiesa@unimi.it
Dipartimento di Scienze Veterinarie e Sanità Pubblica - Università degli Studi di Milano
Compac – Sistemi per il confezionamento alimentare www.compac.it

PLA

Ti reinforces its presence
on the French Market
We are pleased to announce that we are
reinforcing our presence on the French market
with the introduction of an additional Area
Sales Manager : Mr Vivien Ponthieu.
Mr. Ponthieu joined Taghleef industries at the
end of 2007 at Ti headquarters in Dubai as part
of the Export Sales team. Vivien has developed
his knowledge and competencies in the BOPP
industry in different markets such as North
America, South Africa and North Africa.
Vivien Ponthieu – Area Sales Manager
Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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Today, Vivien has joined our Export sales
department in Ti Europe. This move is a sign of
Taghleef Industries’ strong will to reinforce its
presence on the French market by expanding
its dedicated commercial team. Vivien is based
in France and therefore will have a better
insight of this regional market’s development,
enabling Ti to better continue in its mission to
provide packaging solutions worldwide.
Vivien Ponthieu also serves the North African
customers in Morocco, Tunisia and Algeria.

PRODUCT FOCUS – LABELS

SHINE ON!
Differentiate your product with metal brilliance
Whether it’s…
• Metalized Pressure Sensitive PSML
and LZP Labels on a health and
beauty product, like a deodorant
stick in the US and Europe; or
• Metalized Roll-Fed WTML Labels
on a Diet Soda in Mexico; or
• Metalized Cut & Stack Labels on a
PET beverage bottle in Europe; or
• Metalized Shrink Labels on an
aerosol or coffee can in South
Africa; or even
• Metalized IML Labels on a yogurt
container in Australia,
… our proven family of metalized
label substrates is catching consumers’
attention.
As Ti enhances its customers’ advertising
strategy, we continue in our mission of
supplying quality label films and creating
new labeling solutions worldwide.

As you peruse the shelves of the
supermarket, filled with an endless variety
of beverages from which to choose, one
product catches your eye: GLACEAU’s
vitamin water. This label flashes its ZERO,
naturally sweetened, blood orange-mixed
berry flavor at you with Taghleef Industries’
white voided metalized film, WTML.
Differentiating your label is paramount
in providing a unique shelf appeal for
any brand. Many leading food, beverage
and consumer products companies have
utilized the eye-catching effects of a
metalized label to achieve the desired
consumer response.
Taghleef’s metalized label films provide
a shiny metal surface offering a brilliant
metallic, chrome-like appearance. Taghleef
offers a complete line of metalized labels
for a variety of label applications with
proven success.

ti adheres to its
mission: Pre-glued
Label Innovation

We care about
the planet … Do you?
That is the question Coca-Cola is
asking on the label of its Ciel water. By
utilizing Taghleef’s RE label films, Coke
is able to communicate its message of
sustainability directly to its Mexican
consumers.
While working with the regional
recycling industry, Taghleef developed
the ability to incorporate recycled
material content into its voided white
label films … without compromising
on quality, color, printability and
labeling performance. “Buy Recycled”
programs in the marketplace focus
on utilizing product with the
highest recycled content
levels. Consumers understand
this concept and appreciate it.
Taghleef produces label films
with recycled content. We care
about the planet … Do you?

LTN opens the door to label innovation: Ti ’s Czech customer,
Obchodny Tiskarny (OTK) , uses this film for a Pre-Glued label by
printing it and applying the adhesive prior to the labeling process.
Taghleef was able to incorporate its extensive knowledge
of cold-seal release films to develop a film that delivers
the highest pre-glued Labelling performance with regards
to application and appearance. Waldquelle’s Apfel Melisse
water, where Ti ’s pre-glued label found its launch, provides
a beverage to consumers in
a fresh, clean bottle, dressed
with LTN.
One among few such film
producers in the world, Ti
created this transparent,
high gloss film to be used
for Pre-Glued advanced
production
technology
as we strive to serve our
customers.
8
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PRODUCT FOCUS – LABELS

VISION® for the future

Innovation with IML

Taghleef has been offering its VISON® Shrink Labels in the
Americas for over 20yrs…and now these films and the VISION®
label shrink technology is made available to the rest of the
world.
Our portfolio of shrink label films will provide an outstanding
option for your next labeling application. You can achieve the
efficiencies of roll-fed labeling while accentuating the contours
of your plastic, metal or glass container.
Films are categorized in to “Low Shrink” which targets
containers with contours of <5% and “Medium Shrink” which
are recommend for containers requiring shrink of <12%.
Voided white opaque films offer increased opacity and more
vivid graphic appeal. Transparent films are available and provide
a high quality print surface and allow the color of the container
or its contents to provide visual appeal. Metalized low shrink
films can enhance graphics and add depth.
Vision® Shrink Label films from Taghleef are an affordable, value
added method to label contoured containers.

Dishwasher Safe Container
Critical for Global End-User
When Mead Johnson, a
leading global nutraceutical
company, explained to their
primary label converter
that they needed to
decorate a container that
is reusable and dishwasher
safe, the B.I.B.B.I.T. Project
(Bag-In Box, Bag-In-Tub)
was created. The concept was for the
consumer to purchase an ergonomic
reusable plastic container of Enfamil Baby
Formula designed to fit in a diaper bag
and contain a pouch of the powdered drink mix.
It was determined that Injection In-Mold Labeling would
provide exceptional graphics and offer anti-counterfeit benefits
as well. Mead Johnson also wanted to utilize the Cut-In-Place
IML Technology to expedite the scale-up process for the supply
chain. The requirements for the container were provided to
Taghleef which resulted in recommending an over-laminate
clear film. This provided a technical solution to protect the
graphics and a laminated IML label proved robust enough to
last over 50 dishwasher cycles. Mead Johnson reported an
increase in product market share related to this package and
the container won a prestigious award given by the In-Mold
Decorating Association for Best Product Family.
Contact Taghleef today with your technical challenges and
we’ll work together to provide the appropriate solution.

Invisible powers beyond imagination
No label look
BOPP Filmic labels have become the
number one alternative for the “No Label”
look presentation in the many different
Label market segments.
Transparent WAL Reel Fed is the preferred
option for mineral water bottles where
BOPP’s transparency & particularly high
gloss give the water bottle the desired
“Crystal” clear look.
Thanks to its resistance to water, humidity
and low temperature transparent BOPP
film is also the chosen Facestock for self

adhesive (pressure sensitive) beverage,
health, beauty & food container labels,
either as a monoweb or in laminate form.
LNS film is used by Spear Europe & Spear
Africa for beverage bottle labels due to
its high gloss and “window” transparency.
Used as an over laminate it successfully
shields the print, highlighting the colours
of the design. The result being a very high
“shelf appeal” product.
Ti ’s transparent self-adhesive (pressure
sensitive) films are available in various

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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thicknesses, offering possibilities for
downgauging, in both coated and
uncoated versions.

USA

Ti Products - AQS
“Think global, act local” – a marketing cliché, you might say…
It probably is a cliché, but when it comes to Ti products it’s
a fact. Ti has to act regionally but adapt global infrastructures
and plans to local conditions. Ti ’s regional diversity contributes
to collective global, market-leading knowledge, that can infuse
value into products for customers. As Ti grows, opportunities
to expand regional offerings arise; Ti has to transfer technology
and product know-how across manufacturing assets.

One good example of this expansion
is a film from Ti’s Food Business – AQS.
While food packaging printers in
Europe prefer Gravure printing, North
American printers choose Flexographic
printing. Within US regions, for example
California and New Jersey, State
legislation restricts the use of solvents in
Flexo printing. Consequently, water based
flexo is the US intra-regional solution;
however, this puts stringent design
requirements on AQS for superior film
print performance.
Ti rises to this challenge, producing AQS
film that stands out above the competition
– (it even sounds like “aqueous”). Ti
achieves this superior printability through
polymer technology, pioneered by Ti
North America’s legacy global R&D team
in Wilmington, DE. Ti’s R&D is led by
Christiane Tardy. AQS is a “best in class
product” and the preferred choice of film
by many North American printers.
In California’s fresh produce markets,
customers further benefit from

controlled and consistent Oxygen transmission of AQS, a
benefit that is important for that regional market. Once again
this demonstrates how well-suited Ti ’s solutions are for varying
regional customers and regional markets.
Christiane Tardy and Abhijit Ghosh spearhead the team that
drives Ti’s Technology transfer. Abhijit is Ti ’s corporate Technical
Manager from MENA.
The team is hard at work developing the capability to produce
AQS and other well
designed films like PST2 at Ti ’s Oman manu
facturing site.
Christiane Tardy - Senior Director
of Product Development ; Abhijit
Ghosh - Group Technical Services
Manager

Flexcon Supplier Award Recognition
On June 6, Kevin Gillie and Craig Ligda were invited to FLEXcon, a large Pressure Sensitive Label
account in the US, for their annual Supplier Appreciation Day. There were approximately
35-40 suppliers at the awards ceremony. As part of the event, FLEXcon gives out one Supplier
Recognition Award which this year was titled “Partner in Development Award”. Ti won the
award this year in recognition of our development efforts for unique products in partnership
with them. Kevin and Craig accepted the award and a plaque will be presented at one of our
facitlities by the top Management from FLEXcon in the near future.
L to R: Kevin Gillie - Lindsay Censabella (FLEXcon) - Rick Harris (FLEXcon) - Craig Ligda (Ti Inc)
10 Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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R&D Capabilities

Ti Americas has positioned itself as a
market leader by assembling some of the
industry’s most experienced and
competent research and development
talent. Our knowledge and long history in
polymers, processing, and applications
allows us to meet customer needs within
our target markets. Our strong customer
relationships, reputation for innovative
products, and cooperative approach have
assisted numerous customers with
technical solutions that include process
support and new applications assistance.
This demonstrates how we can use
Technology to deliver solutions, not just
products.
At the Technology Center in Delaware,
we have the capability to conduct
research, develop, and characterize new
products, analyze industry substrates, and
test specific applications.

Over 100 testing procedures
can be performed ranging
from physical properties such
as seal strength, COF and
tensile strength to optical
properties such as haze,
clarity, and gloss to complex
analysis of surfaces and substrates
through GC, IR, SEM and other analytical
techniques. In addition, we have the
capability to conduct accelerated
weathering tests, abrasion resistance,
labeling performance, and heat shrink
ability. The Technology Center also has
polymer compounding/extrusion, mono
and multi layer sheet casting,
and small sample stretching
equipment essential for new
product development.

Our internal technical capabilities
enhance our ability to develop new
product and process technology and this
improves our ability to commercialize
new films that are fit-for-use and fit-formake in a timely manner. Our industry
leading roll-fed label films were
developed and are continually evaluated
on typical production labelers at the
Technology Center. Research performed
over many years has pioneered industry
leading slip, sealable, high barrier, cold
seal release and other application specific
films.

We have a 1.6 meter pilot line
to make trial rolls that can be
processed through a pilot
laminator to create structures
that will be tested in various
applications. The pilot line
also provides process inform
ation essential to scale up on
commercial lines.

Ti Participates in AWA Global Conferences
In April, Taghleef Industries, Inc., sponsored the 2013
AWA International Sleeve Label Conference and InMold Technologies Seminar held in Amsterdam,
Netherlands. The conferences enabled Taghleef the
opportunity to market our label film products and
network with key global industry leaders.
A table top exhibit enabled Ti to
display commercial samples and
promotional literature demonstrating
our position as a global leader in OPP
Films. Paul Marquard, North America
Sales Director – Label Films,
presented the benefits of the RollFed Shrink Labeling Technology as an
alternative to TD Shrink Sleeves.
Michael
Demchinski,
Account
Executive – Labels, participated in a

panel discussion providing a perspective on the
continued growth and substrate innovation in
Injection In-Mold Labeling.
Ti continues to prove that we are a leader in the
label films market by participating and sponsoring
such premier industry events.

Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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L to R: Steven Chilcote –
Sr Applications Engineer;
Mike Demchinski – Account
Executive; Kelan Wieloch
– Research Scientist; Paul
Marquard – North America
Sales Director

LATIN AMERICA

Latin America - a Dyn
Building the team
Since 2008, Latin America has been an important market for Ti
where we have successfully grown our sales over the years. The
result is confidence among our customers and a good reputation;
despite the great distance between Latin America and our
headquarters in Dubai.
Since the acquisition of Radici Film in 2008, Ti sourced Latin
America from Dubai and Oman, and now with Ti Americas, we
can offer an even larger range of products to our customers.
Ti has shared the market in three zones: Mexico, Central America/
Caribbean and South America.
Roberto Gollmann, Sales Director for Latin America, is based in
Wilmington, Delaware, USA. His team consists of three area sales
managers who work closely with several agents.
The two largest growing markets in Latin America are Mexico and
Brazil. Ti’s service posture has been well noticed by converters and
end-users alike; trusting their applications with our standard, high
value and specialty films for products like snacks, cookies, chocolate
bars, powders, PET replacements in coffee, among many others.
In Mexico, the team also consists of three people. In addition
to Karla Olivo, Sales Manager, there is Osbinda Sanchez, Sales
Assistant and Albert Aguilar, Technical Service Representative.
This market is mainly sourced from Ti Americas.
In Central America & the Caribbean, we have two agents
supporting Sales Representative, Roxane Terdjimi. Roxane
is based in Dubai. The film for this area is mainly sourced from
Ti Oman and Ti Americas. We sell direct to Trinidad & Tobago.
In South America, Eugenio Vives, based in Costa Rica, covers
a region that includes Brazil, Argentina, Colombia and Chile.
Eugenio has already effected an improvement in sales since the
end of last year, particularly in Colombia.
In 2012, Ti sold to LATAM through converters using both
flexographic as well as rotogravure presses going into VFFS and
horizontal packaging equipment in monoweb and laminations for

heat seal, cold seal, low seal temperatures, high barrier clear and
metalized, as well as packaging applications needing strong seal
strength [900 gms].
We are leaders in this continent in label laminations. However,
we also sell monowebs for roll fed applications, together with
white and clear medium shrink films for special contour bottles,
cut and stack, as well as coated and uncoated pressure sensitive
labels for applications like health & beauty [shampoo and
perfume bottles], food [jars] ,durables [ladders], chemicals, beer
bottles and wine containers. In addition, we are growing double
digits in IML applications.
From the Southern tip of Argentina in Latin America all the way
North to Hermosillo in Mexico, more than 100 converters and
end users trust Ti ’s film quality and service commitment to the
market through dedicated customer service, technical service
and direct sales. Our “team” consisting of Karla, Osbinda, Albert,
Cristina, Juan Carlos, Eugenio, Gustavo, Hugo, Eduardo, Jorge, Luiz,
Mauricio, Richard, Janina, Roxane, Lindsey, Rob, Cathy, Magali,
Louise, Rob and Roberto are all ready and at your service.
Latin America
Roberto Gollmann

Mexico
Karla Olivo
Osbinda Sanchez
Albert Aguilar

Central America
Caribbean
Roxane Terdjimi

Central
America

Dominican
Republic

Ritma

Disinsa

South America
Eugenio Vives

Brazil
Peru

TI Americas

Polyrep

Argentina/
Chile

TI Dubai
Ti Oman

Roberto Gollman,
Director of Sales,
Latin America

Roxane Terdjimi, Sales
Representatives Central
America & Caribbean

Supriware
Tema
Repworld
Longobucco

Longobucco
Novolab

Karla Olivo,
Sales Manager Mexico
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Eugenio Vives,
Sales Manager,
South America

LATIN AMERICA

amic Growing Region
Label, food and non-food expertise
Ti is qualified also in Latin America with
global end users such as Coca-Cola;
PepsiCo; Kraft/Mondelez International;
Hershey; Nestle, among others.
In Mexico, Constantia Flexibles Group is
one of our principal converter customers
since they bought Globalpack. They are
leaders in flexible packaging supplying
international customers in the food, pet
food, pharmaceutical and beverage
industries. Constantia owns both
Graforegia and Aluprint. Ti ’s relationship
with Constantia began with Graforegia,

previously owned by Femsa, the world’s
largest Coca-Cola bottler, as well as
Heineken.
GMV in Guadalajara is a key rotogravure
converter in the market sourcing films not
only for label applications but for
chocolates and powdered drinks with Ti
Inc. films.
Estudio Color, Flexograf, ABA, Flexoprint,
Bemis are other important converters
supplying global and regional end users
with Label and flexible Ti packaging films.
In Brazil, Converplast Embalagens, Ltda.

Latin America
Roberto Gollmann
Central America
Caribbean
Roxane Terdjimi

located in Sao Paulo, is one of the
largest flexible package manufacturers.
Its conversion processes and technology
included printing with rotogravure,
flexography and letter press. They have
solvent-less
and
solvent
base
laminators, co-extrusion of films up to
five layers, as well as capacity to apply
cold seal and plasma technology for
film metallization.
Currently, Ti has commercial relations
with this important converter, mainly
with our cold seal films like RLS to pack
chocolate bars sourced from TiAmerica. Our relationship also extends
to include films such as ESS, provided
by Ti-MENA, for the development of
value-added applications for market
differentiation, such as heat shrink film
labels, new applications for cold seal
and design of structures for specific
products in Brazil.

Mexico
Karla Olivo
Osbinda Sanchez
Albert Aguilar

Dominican Republic
Disinsa

South America

Central America

Eugenio Vives

Ritma

Peru

Brazil

Polyrep

Supriware
Tema
Repworld
Longobucco

Argentina/Chile
Longobucco
Novolab
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MIDDLE EAST

ZVS - Enhanced productivity
and extended shelf life
Taghleef industries is proud to announce
the success of having the ZVS film run
efficiently on Schib machine for Bimo’s
wafer biscuits pack with the collaboration
of Al-Behar.
BIMO became a member of “Mondelēz
International” family since February 22nd
and is the largest producer of Biscuits,
Wafers, and Cookies in
Morocco. BIMO is the
leading player in the
Moroccan
biscuits
market and produces
well-loved local brands
such as Tonik, Merendina,
Tagger, and Golden. The
Company has two manufacturing sites
in Casablanca and employs around 1,750
people.
Schib is a cutting-edge Italian company,

leading in the production of horizontal
flow-packing machines as well as automatic
feeders and automated wrapping systems.
Al-Behar Industries is a key element of
the supply chain for major Industries in
the region through its group
co m p a n i e s

such as Al Behar
Flexibles, Chemicals, Engineering, Edible
Oils & commodities and Snacks.
All the stakeholders agreed to utilize the
advantages of Ti ’s specialty film grades
for Bimo fast moving item “TONIK”
using the recently developed metalized

film grade; “ZVS”. Bimo needed this
development for high speed packing
machines from SCHIB – Italy. After
successful trials, Schib qualified ZVS and
recommended to use on
high speed lines.
ZVS is a barrier
metallised BOPP film
with very wide sealing
range and improved
sealing
strength.
The ultra low seal
temperature allowed Bimo to achieve
high speed on their packaging line and
better seal integrity resulting in higher
productivity and enhanced shelf life.
The ZVS film has excellent Moisture,
Oxygen and Light barrier much needed for
bakery, biscuits or confectionery products
for longer shelf life.

Propack Africa 2013
Ti has been associated with the South African flexible packaging
market for over 10 years, and continued this influence by attending
Propak Africa 2013 at the Expo Center in Nasrec, Johannesburg
from the 12th to the 15th of March, 2013. Ti showcased its wide
product portfolio, its ability to serve the South African Flexible
Packaging Industry, and its commitment toward its customers in
Africa.
Today, Ti is the largest exporter of BOPP Films into the South
African market due to its close working relationship with
converters and End Users,
its consistency in quality and
services, and its quest for new
opportunities. Ti ’s participation at
Propak Africa 2013 was significant
amidst the changes that the South
African Flexible Packaging market
is going through (in terms of BOPP
supplies and end user preferences).
In South Africa, there has always
been a quality and service-oriented
market with which Ti has been a

good fit. Ti is also widely respected due to its proven consistency
in policies, material quality, services and support in development
activity. The Propak Africa show was also a platform to exchange
regards with Ti ’s loyal client base and to update the market on its
new innovative solutions.
Ti ’s white clad booth had a significant presence during the show
and was visited by all key converters as well as national and
multinational brand owners.
Ti took the opportunity to honour its long standing customers and
handed over special mementoes
to the invited senior management
members from those organizations.
Marilyn Robertse and Duncan
Brown, who head Ti Films’ South
African arm, hosted a special
customer ‘get together’ during the
show. The event was held at Monte
Casino’s Palazzo Hotel and was
proved the ideal occasion to learn
more about Ti Films’ international
activities and growth plans.
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MMR – A symbol of Premium,
luxury and elegance
MMR is a new addition to Ti ’s Matt films range. When attributes of chocolate brand,
beside taste and freshness, are premium look, a luxury feel, and elegance, Ti ’s MMR for
cold seal release is an all-in-one solution, designed to help customers create the most
innovative packaging.
MMR, a multi-layer film with a matt appearance, has a specially designed surface that
provides a release effect on one side. The other side is glossy for
printing and lamination. MMR can be used for printing with both
Rotogravure and Flexographic printing technologies.
Matt films are easy to read (due to their zero light-reflection
feature) and have always been an
essential part of the flexible
packaging industry; initially in
paper, board laminations
for notebooks, journals,
magazines, and annual
reports, and now additionally
in food packaging for
over a decade. MMR is
designed mainly for premium
chocolate and ice cream brands
where cold seal release is required due to product sensitivity to heat. Cold seal
technology also results in better efficiency and higher productivity.
Global brand owners are looking at their product’s decoration as one of the main
elements of successful marketing, to differentiate on the shelf, and deliver to consumers
not just taste and freshness but in a premium, luxury and elegant style.
MMR is approved for packaging on horizontal form fill seal flow wrap machines by a
few leading brand owners for their premium chocolate brands. This packaging has a
characteristic feature of reclose ability, whereby the product can be enjoyed on multiple
occasions without losing original freshness.
The MMR meets global standard related to food safety such as FDA and EU.

Forthcoming
Events:

FachPack
Nuremberg, Germany
24 – 26 September 2013
Hall 5 Stand 5-109

Labelexpo Europe
Brussels, Belgium
24- 27 September 2013
Hall 5 Stand 5075
Pack Expo
Las Vegas
23-25 September 2013

Pace Forum
Singapore
November 2013

New Line Opening Event
Taghleef Industries S.A.E.
Cairo, Egypt
November 2013

Label Summit Indonesia 2013
growth in the labeling industry is very high.
Indonesia is going to be the main hub in
the region. Consumption currently stands
at 100million square meters, while wet glue
labels are still widespread with 65% usage.
Demand for self adhesive labels and wrap
around labels is rapidly growing in popularity as converters and
food manufacturers upgrade their technologies.
Ti has been present in the region for a few years now, catering
to specialty packaging markets. We are extremely excited to be
launched in Indonesia as a specialized label supplier, offering the
entire gamut of BOPP labeling solutions.

Ti participated in the Label Summit
Indonesia in Bali at Westin Nusa Dua Resort
from the 29th -30th of May, 2013.
The Summit focused on the growing
Indonesian and South East Asian label
market and addressed the trends,
technologies and innovations in the labeling industry.
Indonesia has the largest economy in Southeast Asia and is one of
the emerging market economies of the world. The country is also
a member of G-20 major economies and classified as a newly
industrialized country. Due to strong domestic consumption of
food and beverages, coupled with life style changes, potential
Ta g h l e e f I n d u s t r i e s N e w s
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